How to find us from Shatin Wai Station (NOT SHATIN STATION)

At Shatin Wai Station use Exit C and turn **Right**. Cross the road at the traffic lights.

Walk straight until you see a pedestrian underpass, at the end of which is a flight of steps going up.
Stay on the pavement and follow it until you reach a road -Kong Pui Street.

Look for the sign for a Welcome Supermarket and a Car park. Cross the road.

Keeping the Car Park on your right walk to the corner of the block.
You will eventually find an entrance and steps leading up to Level 3.
Follow a series of arrows and you will reach our office.

Please report there first.

---

**How to find us from Shatin MTR station**

Take the Grand Century (IKEA) exit (Shatin Station-EXIT B) and head for the lower level minibus stands.

Take the 809k minibus and ask to be put down at Shatin Park 3 (Look out for the Carpark and the Welcome supermarket in Kong Pui Street.)